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Based in Santa Monica,

California, X-Doria designs

products that deliver the

maximum protection for devices,

while maintaining a stylish & sleek

exterior worthy of outfitting the

hardware it accessorizes. We

create products

strengthened with machined

metal, that provide protection

without the bulk. We continue to

push the boundaries of

technology, manufacturing,

materials, and design to deliver

industry-leading products that our

customers are proud of owning.

IPHONE CASES |  SAMSUNG CASES |  QI CHARGING STANDS



IPHONE CASES

The Casery is an on-trend fashion accessory brand that is sold all

around the world in major retailers and small boutiques. These

cases can fit any current iPhone and are perfect for any age, but

appeal to millenials, specifically.



Through an advanced three-step proprietary process, AQUAhydrate is ultra-

purified, supplemented with all natural electrolytes and trace minerals and

then elevated to an alkaline pH of over 9 using electrolysis. It is this powerful

synergy between alkalinity, electrolytes and minerals which fuels ultimate

hydration, balance and performance.

BOTTLED WATER |  SIGNAGE |  SWAG



Our mission as a company is to provide practical, durable solutions for

enhancing your drinking experience while enabling you to live life without being

limited by glass free zones or the summer heat. Whether you are enjoying a

picnic on the beach with your favorite bottle of wine or your cracking open

your favorite beer before the big game, we have a match for you.

INSULATED BEER BOTTLE + CAN KOOZIES |  INSULATED
PINT GLASSES |  UNCORK'D WINE + SPIRIT GLASSES



Back in 1969, we did more than just start a tea company. As the original herbal

tea company, we started an entirely new way of thinking about tea. In a way,

we started a movement – a shift towards healthier, happier little moments

carved into ever-busier days. More than 45 years later, we’re still true to those

roots. We believe our delicious teas improve people’s lives by inviting balance,

and that belief drives our commitment to our customers, our community and our

planet.

ASSORTED TEA |  FOODSERVICE PACKAGING |  TRAVEL
MUGS |  STANDARD MUGS |  SLEEPYTIME BEARS



COFFEE BAGS |  SIGNATURE RED CUPS (DISPOSABLE)



The Fat Tire recipe originates from a co-founder's bicycle trip through Belgium

from brewery-to-brewery. New Belgium Brewing Company is an employee-

owned craft brewery located in Fort Collins, Colorado and Asheville. They are

the maker of Fat Tire Amber Ale and many other craft beers. In 2016, it

produced 957,968 barrels of its various labels. As of 2017, it was the fourth-

largest craft brewery and eighth-largest overall brewery in the United States.

BEER |  SIGNAGE |  BAR ACCESSORIES |  POS DISPLAY



CURRENT-DAY BEER |  PERIOD BEER (LIMITED) |  SIGNAGE |  BAR ACCESSORIES |  
DARKER + LARGER PERIOD LABELS

Pabst Brewing Company has been woven into the fabric of American culture and fits

perfectly within comtemporary and period projects. Pabst owns multiple Americana beer

brands, but they are mostly regionally specific.

Product only available

in Texas (clearance

available nationwide)

Product only available

in Chicago (clearance

available nationwide)

Product only available in

Pacific Northwest (clearance

available nationwide)

Product only available in New

York (clearance available

nationwide)

Product only available in

Pacific Northwest (clearance

available nationwide)



* CLEARANCE ONLY - NO PRODUCT *



Born in Europe and perfected in the USA, SIG-Sauer is one of the world’s most

renowned manufacturers of firearms.It is the largest member of a worldwide

business group of firearms manufacturers. This global network of companies

gives SIG SAUER a world-class firearms knowledge base, unparalleled design

expertise, and extensive manufacturing capacity, enabling the company to

respond quickly and effectively change market conditions and the needs of it’s

military, law enforcement, and commercial markets worldwide.

NON FIREARMRELATED PRODUCTS, INCLUDING: ARTWORK |  
DUMMY AMMO BOXES |  LARGE + SMALL SIGNAGE |  BRANDED T-

SHIRTS |  HATS |  BAGS |  HEARING PROTECTION



Born on the battlefield by developing unparalleled relationships with U.S Armed

Forces and elite Special Forces units, Wiley X remains a standard issue item

with many of these freedom protectors. The other markets they have

established are sport hunting and shooting, motorcycle riding, fishing, hiking,

biking, and various extreme sports. Wiley X has set the benchmark for safety,

style, and utility in the premium performance sunglass category.

SUNGLASSES: VARIETY OF STYLES



Mechanix Wear is committed to hand protection and has earned the trust of millions of h

ardworking hands around the world.  Over 25 years later, Mechanix Wear’s deep roots in 

motorsports have grown into industryies where skilled hands go to work every day.  Mech

anics, construction workers, trade professionals, service members, and law enforcement 

all agree: Mechanix Wear is the tool that fits like a glove!

GLOVES |  SIGNAGE |  ARTWORK |  SWAG



Started as a clothing line created by a mountain climber, the name “5.11” come

s from the highest rock climbing difficulty level that was listed on the Yosemite 

Decimal System.  Since then, the brand has become a major player in uniforms 

and tactical equipment for military, law enforcement and public safety.

P.O.S.  DISPLAYS |  BRANDED BAGS, PACKS CASES, SWAG, 
UNIFORMS, & TACTICAL GEAR |  DISCOUNT OR ON LOAN 

(DEPENDENT ON OPPORTUNITY)



WEEKENDER TOTES |  BACKPACKS |  DUFFELS |
SLING BAGS |  LAPTOP BAGS

The STATE Mission: To make beautiful, well-made, inclusively cool product while

using the power of business to give back and shift narratives around social

injustices. Brooklyn born and bred, STATE brings a modern edge to classic

styles with smooth lines and excellent craftsmanship, mimicking the famous

skyline that gave birth to the brand. 



GOLF BAGS |  LEATHER BACKPACKS, DUFFELS, TOTES,
BRIEFCASES, CROSSBODIES, LUGGAGE

Vessel is dedicated to producing luxury bags handcrafted from the highest quality

materials, with intricate design to the finest details. They are relentless in ensuring

that every bag is perfect down to the last stitch - offering the ultimate performance

luxury.



Dime Bags provides carefully curated pouches, cases, backpacks, purses and more for bo

th men and women.  Dime Bags are made entirely of 100% organic cotton and a hemp/ p

olyester blend.  Dime Bags continues to remain a leader in the cannabis and alternative s

port arenas, bringing more to the market than just a bag.

*ITEMS AVAILABLE ARE LISTED ON THEIR WEBSITE



Jordan Vineyard & Winery was inspired by the great wine estates of France and created

as an homage to the timeless connection between food, wine and hospitality. A

relentless commitment to this tenet helped make Jordan one of the top Cabernet

Sauvignon brands in California. 

 

Jordan Winery is award winning and has both Chardonnay and Cabernet Sauvignon

available at high end restaurants, specialty wine shops, and some grocers.

DUMMY & LIVE BOTTLES |  LABEL ARTWORK |  SMALL 
SIGNAGE |  COASTERS |  MISC. BRANDED MATERIAL



Boylan Bottling Co. is best known for its line of caffeine-free, gluten-free, & 
vegan-friendly sodas. Their flavors range from Ginger Ale and  Root Beer, to 
Sparkling Lemonade and Seltzers

KAI's shampoos, lotions, and home diffusers are second to none. Their beauty 
products sport rare fragrances using exotic flowers, and are sold at exclusive 
boutiques and spas all over the world.

Picnic Time started in Southern California, but they've already become the global 
standard for innovative outdoor leisure & entertainment. 

PER PROJECT
RELATIONSHIPS

SMEG is an Italian manufacturer of upmarket domestic appliances, 
such as blenders, toasters, and refrigerators.

ZERO Halliburton is recognized all over the world for its iconic and luxury aluminum 
luggage, stylish attaches, and polycarbonate travel cases.

Luminox is the original self-powered luminous watch brand. and is the watch of 
choice for U.S. Navy Seals, F-117 NighthawkTM Stealth Jet Pilots, and other elite 
U.S. military forces. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PER PROJECT RELATIONSHIPS, CALL RENEE CAPRARELLI  @ 
(818) 951 / 5600

RENEE@ISSPROPS.COM

** NO ITEMS KEPT IN STOCK - NEED (1) WEEK LEAD TIME (PENDING APPROVAL) **

** SMALLER APPLIANCES IN STOCK - NEED (2) WEEK LEAD TIME (PENDING APPROVAL) **

** NO ITEMS KEPT IN STOCK - NEED (1) WEEK LEAD TIME (PENDING APPROVAL) **

** SOME ITEMS IN STOCK - CAN REQUEST WITH (1) WEEK LEAD TIME (PENDING APPROVAL) **


